Hypothesis: Community financing of wind farms is feasible and can help
developers overcome political hurdles for site approval, grow broad, long-term
support for their facilities, and reach new classes of investors.

Up to $50m in securities can be offered per year per facility per legal entity
Nationwide: no State registration of offerings is required

Who benefits: Any small or distributed wind developer who is struggling with
“not in my back yard” syndrome can benefit.

Accredited and non-accredited investors are allowed
No more than 10% of an individual’s income or net worth can be invested
Self certification of income is sufficient (i.e. a checkbox on the purchase form)
Allows for advertising and collecting commitments prior to offering
Applies to companies that take raise capital from investors while investing
money in other securities; adds substantial compliance costs when applicable

WindShare aims to grow the small & distributed wind market by making it easy
for everyone in communities to invest in renewable energy facilities, and for
developers to include community investment as an option for their facility.

We evaluated the feasibility of community financing of wind facilities by developing a
template business plan that could be used across multiple developers and facilities and
vetting it with experts in wind energy, community wind development, and security laws.
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Studies indicate it does, and developer experience backs that
up. In “It’s easy to throw rocks at a corporation: Wind energy
development and distributive justice in Canada,” local
residents strongly criticized the top-down, corporate-led
development in Ontario. The study found that support for
similar projects in Nova Scotia, where there are more profitsharing, community-based initiatives, was three times higher
and perceptions of health effects was three times lower.
Public support is strongly correlated with public investment.

Yes! Survey data shows
that the American public
is more anxious about the
climate and more
supportive of wind than
ever. At the same time,
the public is increasingly
concerned about the risk
of investing in stocks.
Long-term, sustainable
investment in wind solves
multiple public needs.

Companies that market and finance wind facilities should be exempt from this
regulation as they are not in the business of investing in securities
Companies that restrict themselves from ever having more than 40% of their
assets invested in in securities are also exempt

We found that timing is a
major challenge as financing
must be committed to prior
to all project details being
worked out, but those details
are needed to craft a public
offering. We found we could
get around this by financing
projects up front and
repackaging that debt as a
public offering afterwards.

Development
12 to 18 months

Construction
6 to 18 months

Operations
20 years

Security lawyers identified
two primary regulations.
The new SEC Reg A+
supports large scale
crowdfunding and has
been used to provide over
$1b in public real estate
financing. But it is crucial
that the offering company
doesn’t meet the definition
of an investment company
under the 1940 Act.

Financing

Bonds

Marketing
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for community bonds

Community marketing
increases the odds of
project approval

Provide the finance
amount and the
developer starts paying
interest

File with the SEC and
bonds are issued. Locals
get priority access

National digital
marketing is used to sell
any remaining bonds

Interest fees are tied to
facility performance
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A community finance
agreement to provide project
funds at competitive rates

A process to issue public
bonds, pay dividends, and
handle ongoing compliance

A trading platform that allows
anyone in the community to
invest in your facility’s success

Marketing materials to help
you promote the facility &
bonds to the community

A national community of
socially conscious investors to
buy any remaining bonds

A digital & media strategy to
share your story, making the
next facility easier

We can even the scales with
crowdfunded wind financing
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We performed a market
analysis and found that there
is substantial public demand
for wind financing. However,
there is not enough local
money in a community to
fully fund a substantial
facility. Hence financing
requires both a community
and a national component.

Community financing is critical to the continued health of wind development. The
largest factor driving public resistance to new wind facilities is a perception of
inequitable distribution of benefits. Community financing increases public support for
new wind projects by giving everyone in the community the opportunity to invest.
However effectively leveraging community financing requires national marketing
capabilities, alignment of the offering company with the Investment Company Act of
1940, and software infrastructure that most wind developers do not have.
WindShare believes the next step is to develop the necessary capabilities and
infrastructure and make them available to small and distributed wind developers.

